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TrackIt Web v3.0.34 Release Notes

These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and
other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the
TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.
Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the
TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.
Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.
Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and
corrections.
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Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-user productivity
throughout TrackIt.

Driver Performance reports updated

(TX-2121)

Driver scores for the Driver Performance reports are now more accurate when averaged over
multiple days. The scores will now take into account a driver's record for the daily score for each day
worked.

Updated graph for Driver Performance

(TX-2115)

reports
The infractions displayed on the pie chart in the Driver Performance reports have been adjusted.
Rather than multiplying the actual number of infractions by the weight of the infraction and displaying
that, the actual number of infractions is displayed in the pie chart.

COMMANDassurance washout process

(NFS-1448)

refined
New logic has been added to refine how dispatchers are notified about Water In Truck. Water In
Truck will be set to zero if the driver runs the drum in the direction for discharging for one complete
revolution after they have discharged an entire load of concrete. The logic assumes that when this
happens, the driver added water to the drum to wash the truck and discharged it so when they return
to receive a new load, there will be no water in the truck.

Static headers added to some reports

(NFS-1428)
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Some reports and settings tables now have static table headers. This means that the headers will
remain present on the page while users may scroll up and down through table data. The following
are the pages affected by this user interface enhancement:
Daily Breakdown report
System Health History
Load Properties report
Equipment
Tracking Device
Employee

Ticketed status change triggered when

(NFS-1405)

receiving ticket from interface
To produce more consistent reporting, the TrackIt Web Console has been enhanced with a new site
setting. This setting enables the Ticketed status to trigger when the TrackIt server receives and
activates a ticket sent via DExA instead of TrackItWare. Previously, COMMANDassurance tickets
would sometimes arrive after the status exchange that indicated a truck was ticketed because the
Ticketed status change was triggered from TrackItWare. This scenario would produce inconsistent
reports.

Load Properties report link included in Alert

(NFS-1216)

emails
Emails sent when a COMMANDassurance alert is triggered will now include a link to the Load
Properties report. Recipients can use the link to immediately view the Load Properties report and
determine if action needs to be taken. The link will appear in emails sent for the Slump Out of
Tolerance Alert, Temperature Out of Tolerance Alert, and Max Water Allowed Exceeded
Alert.
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User interface changes to the Load

(NFS-151)

Properties graph
Two user interface enhancements have been added to the Load Properties graph. The graph
colors will now remain fixed to each reading instead of changing based on the order in which the
readings are selected. Additionally, the graph report will remember the selected buttons when the
user leaves the graphs and display those selections when the user returns to the graph. Previously,
only the Slump and Temperature buttons were the only buttons displayed by default.

Wording change for the Overmixed Alert

(NFS-147)

Notification email
The email sent to accompany the Overmixed alert, which is a Status Reminder in the TrackIt Web
Console, has been reworded to include the alert message. COMMANDassurance customers have
the ability to configure the Notification message to suit their purposes. The Overmixed alert indicates
a driver has been in the yard too long after getting loaded and are overmixing their load. Previously,
the email notification sent with the Overmixed alert did not mention overmixing because the alert was
designed to show the status at the time when the alert was triggered. This status was actually Fully
Mixed, so the email was misleading.
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Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for a more fluid and
productive experience throughout TrackIt.

Schedules Web service filters not

(NFS-1449)

effective
Corrected behavior:
A new Web service has been created to allow customers to pull scheduled start and end times from
the Payroll Schedule.

Previous behavior:
The filters set to retrieve schedules via the Schedules Web service were not working as anticipated.

Water Added logic interfering with

(NFS-1442)

Batcher advice
Corrected behavior:
The logic that required 30 drum revolutions after any added water has been removed. The water
added amount will include any water added up until the time of begin pour and the BatchAdvice in
the ticketHistory report will display more accurately.

Previous behavior:
The batcher advice in the ticketHistory report includes a section of data called BatchAdvice. This
data includes the amount of water added up until the time of begin pour and also the slump at the
time of begin pour. Logic existed that only displayed the amount of water added if after the water was
added, the truck's drum was put through 30 revolutions. The requirement to record water added only
if it was then followed by 30 drum revolutions interfered with reporting the actual water value added
in BatchAdvice.
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